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Systems for spoken-language understanding can use
prosodic information on the speech recognition side
as well as the linguistic processing side. In the former case, prosody improves recognition accuracy and
speed. In the latter case, it contributes to the computation of meaning. The following paragraphs discuss this
meaning-related use of prosody in the spoken-language
machine translation system Verbmobil (VM).
The overall goal of the Verbmobil system is to provide speech-to-speech translations from both German
and Japanese to English. The scenario is that of appointment scheduling dialogues between businessmen,
and the overall system comprises some 50 modules
which use a speci cally designed architecture and protocol to communicate with each other [1].

chine translation (transfer based on semantic representations to be speci c), i.e. there is a non-trivial mapping between the structures resulting from the analysis
of a source-language (SL) utterance and the structures
used for the generation of the corresponding targetlanguage (TL) expression. The approach is a compositional one, meaning that the semantic predicates for
the SL are mapped in chunks onto the semantic predicates for the TL [5]. Two features are worth mentioning: Firstly, since pragmatic information is found in the
VITs, the rules are even able to do some local anaphora
resolution. Secondly, since VITs are underspeci ed semantic representations, transfer can preserve ambiguities, e.g., related to scopal relationships, when mapping
from SL to TL. Transfer rules can utilize all of the information found in the VIT (e.g., values of syntactic
features).
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Introduction

Language and Prosody in VM

The prosody module of the Verbmobil system connects
to the recording unit and the speech recognizer, on the
input side, and the morphology module, on the output side. The data structure for communication (input
from the recognizer and output) are word lattices whose
edges are annotated with recognition probabilities and
so-called infostrings which amongst others may encode
three di erent kinds of prosodic information: sentence
modality, phrase boundaries, and stress [2].
In a very wide sense, Verbmobil comprises ve
modules related to linguistic processing: syntacticsemantic processing (SynSem), semantic evaluation,
transfer (TR), generation, and dialogue. Of those, currently only SynSem and TR make use of prosodic information, so we restrict our sketch of the system to these
two compoments.
Syntactic-semantic processing is based on a parser
for a uni cation-based grammar which interleaves syntactic analysis and semantic construction [3]. Semantic construction compositionally builds representations
called VITs (Verbmobil Interface Terms) which include
semantic, syntactic, pragmatic and prosodic information. VITs allow the representation of ambiguities such
as the relative scope of quanti ers, and are very at
(minimal recursive) structures [4].
Verbmobil adheres to the idea of transfer-based ma-

Prosody-Language Interface

Coupling the prosody module with the module for
syntactic-semantic processing, requires some e orts,
since a statistics-based tradition (prosody) and a
logic-based one (computational linguistics) have to be
reconciled [6]. Problems arise because mainstream
uni cation-based linguistic processing 1) uses symbols
but the prosody module yields numbers (e.g., there is
a ninety percent change that this utterance is a declarative sentence), 2) attaches information to lexical items
whereas the prosody module delivers information related to larger units (e.g., here we have got a fty percent chance of a rising progredient), and 3) leaves relationships underspeci ed (and thus meaning representations ambiguous) but the prosody module does not
allow for ambiguities (e.g., one cannot nd prosodic information of the forme if this word hypothesis is stressed
than the utterance is a question whereas otherwise it is
a declarative statement).
In terms of implementation, two things had to be
done to deal with this in Verbmobil: Firstly, the numeric values for prosodic features from the word lattices had to be transformed into a set of prede ned
symbols (since this is what a uni cation-based grammar can handle). Secondly, information from these
symbols had to be translated into feature values. The
solution was the following: The parser for our gramPage 1

mar for each node in the word lattice creates an additional node/symbol encoding information about accent,
boundary and sentence modality (called prosodic wordform ). For this, the information in the infostring is
used, and the symbols look like ak2 b3gr prsprog . For
each syntactic category c , we then write grammar rules
like c -> c p, i.e., require each word of category c to be
followed by a an input symbol belonging to the category
p of prosodic wordforms. The relationship between the
categories c and actual input words as well as the relationship between the generic representation p and feature values related to prosody is established in the lexicon (where, e.g., the input symbol ak2 b3gr prsprog is
mapped onto the category symbol p with accent feature
ak being assigned the value 2 ).
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Prosody and Meaning

As mentioned, two Verbmobil modules related to linguistic processing make use of prosodic information:
syntactic-semantic processing (SynSem) and transfer
(TR). This section concentrates on SynSem, the following section with examples in addition describes the
utilization during transfer. SynSem makes conservative
use of prosodic information in the sense that it is only
used if syntactic and semantic evidence do not override
it. If, e.g., the grammar does not allow for a clause
boundary but prosody indicates that there is one, then
the grammar takes precedence.
Currently, prosodic information is dealt with in
three areas of SynSem:
segmentation Since grammars are clause-oriented
but utterances may contain more than one clause, the
overall utterance has to be segmented into clauses (or
other meaningful segments) as described in [6, ?].
sentence mood Evidence from syntax or semantics (e.g., occurence of wh-words) often is sucient to
determine the whether a sentence is declarative, imperative, or a question. For an isolated German verb initial
sentence like tre en wir uns am montag, however, only
prosody reveals if it is a question, an imperative, or
even a declarative with topic drop.
focus The interpretation of particles like auch and
nur depends so-called semantic focus. Prosody can help
to determine the concept in focus, since it is usually a
stressed word or phrase in its scope [7]. For instance,
nur am Montag Vormittag may mean either only in
the morning, on Monday, or only on Monday, in the
morning.
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Lexical Choice in Transfer

Also transfer makes use of prosodic information when
processing focus related adverbs and adjectives (e.g.,
noch). An example, is lexical choice or transfer equivalency: Rule (1) says that the predicate related to noch
and the predicate indef related to the inde nite article a should be mapped to a predicate for another
if the predicate noch is stressed. The relevant test is

checked in the conditional part of the transfer rule via
the predicate pros_accent which refers to the symbolic
information about prosodically stressed predicates in
the prosdoy slot of the VIT.
(1) [L:noch_fadv(F,S), L1:indef(I,G,S1)],
[pros_accent(L)] -> [L:another(I,G,S1)].

Otherwise in case of absence of stress for noch this rule
will not trigger and the default rule (2) is applied which
deletes noch.
(2) [L:noch_fadv(F,S)],
[L:indef(I,G,_)] -> [].

For example an utterance like Konnen wir noch
einen Termin ausmachen? is translated either as Could
we arrange another appointment? vs. Could we arrange an appointment? depending whether noch is
stressed or not.
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Further Work

Our research agenda for the coupling of prosodic processing and linguistic processing addresses two issues:
Firstly, we want to identify additional cases where
prosody can add constraints pertaining to syntax or
semantics. Secondly, we are aiming at re ning the calculations that are involved in the addition of constraints
due to prosodic information.
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